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Abstract
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Knowledge-based visual question answering requires
the ability of associating external knowledge for openended cross-modal scene understanding. One limitation of
existing solutions is that they capture relevant knowledge
from text-only knowledge bases, which merely contain facts
expressed by first-order predicates or language descriptions while lacking complex but indispensable multimodal
knowledge for visual understanding. How to construct
vision-relevant and explainable multimodal knowledge for
the VQA scenario has been less studied. In this paper, we
propose MuKEA to represent multimodal knowledge by an
explicit triplet to correlate visual objects and fact answers
with implicit relations. To bridge the heterogeneous gap,
we propose three objective losses to learn the triplet representations from complementary views: embedding structure, topological relation and semantic space. By adopting
a pre-training and fine-tuning learning strategy, both basic and domain-specific multimodal knowledge are progressively accumulated for answer prediction. We outperform
the state-of-the-art by 3.35% and 6.08% respectively on two
challenging knowledge-required datasets: OK-VQA and
KRVQA. Experimental results prove the complementary
benefits of the multimodal knowledge with existing knowledge bases and the advantages of our end-to-end framework
over the existing pipeline methods. The code is available at
https://github.com/AndersonStra/MuKEA.

1. Introduction
Visual Question Answering based on external Knowledge Bases (KB-VQA) [37] requires an AI agent to answer
* Corresponding author.
† Canada CIFAR AI Chair.
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Figure 1. An illustration of our motivation. Compared with rigid
facts in the knowledge graph, multimodal knowledge for depicting complex and inexpressible facts is indispensable in both openended object understanding (a) and scene understanding (b).

a question by incorporating knowledge about the world beyond what the question and the image contains. Despite the
great success in VQA tasks [11,40], KB-VQA is more challenging for models to achieve human-like ability of openended cross-modal scene understanding associating with
external knowledge. Therefore, how to appropriately represent and leverage knowledge in such cross-modal scenario
becomes a core problem of KB-VQA.
Most of recent works [9, 23, 46] focus on capturing relevant knowledge from structured knowledge graphs, such
as ConceptNet [18] and DBpedia [4], or unstructured/semistructured knowledge, like Wikipedia [1] and Visual
Genome [15]. Though these knowledge bases provide highquality knowledge by large-scale human annotations, the
information is generally limited to the definite facts that
can be explicitly expressed by natural language or simple
triplets with first-order predicate. Therefore, such knowledge bases are quite difficult to represent high-order predi-
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cate and multimodal knowledge, which is essential for human to tackle complex problems. Considering the question in Figure 1(a), the agent needs visual knowledge of
motorcycle appearance in each brand to identify the given
motorcycle, but the knowledge graph lacks of such instantiated information. Besides object understanding, implicit
visual knowledge in mind mostly dominate over the rigid
facts when humans are asked for simple scene discrimination like the question ‘Can you guess the place?’ in Figure
1(b). How to represent and accumulate the complex multimodal knowledge in the VQA scenario while maintaining
the advantages of traditional knowledge graph in explainable reasoning is an essential but less studied problem.
Current progress [17, 30, 33] in emerging multimodal
knowledge graph aims to correlate visual content with textual facts to form the augmented knowledge graph. The
typical solutions can be divided into two categories: parsing
images and texts to structured representations and grounding event/entities across modalities [13, 17, 39], or simply
aligning the entities in existing knowledge graphs with related images [30, 33]. However, such multimodal knowledge graphs in essence still represent knowledge via the
first-order predicate, which fails to model the high-order
complex relationships such as the relationship between
‘clock’ and ‘London’ in Figure 1(b).
In this paper, we propose a novel Multimodal Knowledge
Extraction and Accumulation framework (MuKEA) for
KB-VQA task. Independent of existing knowledge bases,
the core mechanism behind MuKEA is to accumulate multimodal knowledge with complex relationships from observation of VQA samples, and perform explainable reasoning based on the self-accumulated knowledge. To this end,
we first propose a novel schema to represent multimodal
knowledge unit by an explicit triplet, where the visual objects referred by the question are embedded in the head entity, the embedding of the fact answer is kept in the tail entity, and the implicit relation between the head and the tail is
expressed by the relation. We propose three objective loss
functions to learn the representations of the triplets from
coarse to fine by contrasting positive and negative triplets,
aligning ground-truth triplets, and refining entity representations. A pre-training and fine-tuning learning strategy
is then proposed to progressively accumulate multimodal
knowledge from both out-domain and in-domain VQA samples for explainable reasoning.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
(1) We propose an end-to-end multimodal knowledge
representation learning framework, which first models the
inexpressible multimodal facts by explicit triplets and provides complementary knowledge with the existing knowledge graphs and unstructured knowledge bases.
(2) We exploit a pre-training and fine-tuning strategy to
accumulate both out-domain and in-domain knowledge to

form a neural multimodal knowledge base. It supports automatic knowledge association and answer prediction, which
gets rid of the cascading error in existing ‘knowledge retrieve and read’ pipeline [23, 46].
(3) Our model with strong generalization ability outperforms the state-of-the-art models by 3.35% and 6.08%
respectively on two challenging KB-VQA datasets: OKVQA [24] and KRVQA [7]. The good performance can
be well explained by visualizing the relevant multimodal
knowledge triplets explicitly.

2. Related Work
Knowledge-based Visual Question Answering. Most of
recent works are based on ‘knowledge retrieve and read’
pipeline, which requires highly-relevant knowledge to support knowledge reasoning. Structured knowledge based
methods like [9] is based on ConceptNet [18] to introduce knowledge in the form of triplet with first-order predicate. Unstructured knowledge based methods [24] retrieve
knowledge from Wikipedia [1] and encode relevant text in
a memory network for further reasoning. However, knowledge described in nature language lacks visual information
to assist cross-modal understanding. For the above challenge, [44] augments the knowledge graph YAGO [31] with
related images to serve as multimodal knowledge. However, such graph in essence still represents knowledge via
the first-order predicate. To go one step further, we extract multimodal information to represent high-order complex relations and represent multimodal knowledge by explicit triplets for explainable reasoning.
From the view of model framework, most of recent
works are based on the ‘retrieve and read’ pipeline, which
first retrieve the relevant facts from knowledge bases and
then perform explicit reasoning on the knowledge graph
[25, 36, 37], or fusing the implicit knowledge embedding
with the corresponding image and questions for answer
classification [9, 16, 24]. All of these methods rely on object labels to retrieve external knowledge, which inevitably
introduces irrelevant knowledge and leads to cascading error. There are also end-to-end methods based on implicit
knowledge like pre-trained models [20, 23, 34]. However,
such implicit knowledge mainly captures the co-occurrence
of image-question-answer triplet instead of explainable and
refined knowledge. In this paper, we propose an end-to-end
multimodal knowledge extraction and accumulation framework with interpretable triplet knowledge.
Multimodal Knowledge Graph. The emerging multimodal knowledge graph works [17, 30] aim to correlate
visual content with textual facts to form the augmented
knowledge graph. One typical solution parses images
and texts to structured representations first and grounds
event/entities across modalities. The key problem lies in
intra-modal relation extraction and cross-modal entity link-
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Figure 2. An overview of our model. The model contains two modules: Multimodal Knowledge Triplet Extraction aims to extract multimodal knowledge triplets from samples and Knowledge Triplet Representation Learning aims to unifiedly learn the triplet representation.

ing. Specifically, [17, 26] learn knowledge from structured
textual and visual data and maintain the triplet structure for
entity alignment. [13] utilizes RDF [22] knowledge graphs
to represent multimodal information based on graph alignment and lacks multimodal correlation. Another kind of
solutions directly links the entities in existing knowledge
graphs with relevant images. [30] adds images to expand the
entity representation in YAGO [31]. However, all of these
methods in essence still represent knowledge via the firstorder predicate described by nature language, which fail to
model the high-order complex relationships.

3. Methodology
Given an image I and a question Q, the KB-VQA task
aims to predict an answer A supported by external knowledge beyond the given visual and textual content. We accumulate triplet-formed multimodal knowledge to serve as
the external knowledge and directly infer the answer in
an end-to-end mode. Figure 2 gives detailed illustration
of our model. We first introduce a novel schema of extracting multimodal knowledge triplets from unstructured
image-question-answer samples based on the pre-trained
vision-language model. Then we propose three objective
losses to learn the triplet embeddings that accurately depict question-attended visual content (head embeddings),
question-desired fact answer (tail embeddings), and the implicit relation between the two (relation embeddings). By
training with both out-domain and in-domain data, our
model accumulates a wide range of multimodal knowledge
and associates the optimal fact for answer prediction.

3.1. Multimodal Knowledge Triplet Extraction
In the VQA scenario, we define the complex and inexpressible facts as multimodal knowledge in the form of

triplet, i.e. (h, r, t), where h contains visual content in the
image focused by the question, t is a representation of the
answer given the question-image pair, and r depicts the implicit relationship between h and t containing multimodal
information. The triplet construction process mainly consists of the following four parts:
Image and Question Encoding. Since the pre-trained
vision-language models are strong at modeling the intramodal and cross-modal implicit correlations, we first utilize
the pre-trained model LXMERT [34] to encode the question
and image for further multimodal knowledge triplet extraction. We apply Faster R-CNN [32] to detect a set of objects
O = {oi }K
i=1 (K = 36) in I and represent each object oi by
a visual feature vector fi ∈ Rdf (df = 2048) and a spatial
feature vector bi ∈ Rdb (db = 4) as in [46]. We tokenize a
question Q using WordPiece [38] and obtain a sequence of
K
D tokens. We feed the visual features {fi }K
i=1 and {bi }i=1 ,
and question tokens into the pre-trained LXMERT, obtaining the visual embeddings of O denoted as V ∈ RK×dv (dv
= 768) and the token embeddings denoted as Q ∈ RD×dv .
Head Entity Extraction. We define the head entity as the
visual object and its context in the image that is most relevant to the question. To this end, we firstly evaluate the
relevance of each object in the image to each token in the
question by computing the question-guided object-question
relevance affinity matrix A as:
A = (W1 Q)T (W2 V )

(1)

where W1 and W2 are learned parameters.
Under the guidance of the relevance affinity matrix, we
then select one object in O as the most relevant visual content to the question. Since LXMERT models the implicit
correlations among all the objects, it is noteworthy that the
selected question-centric object already contains its contextual information, which provides indispensable clues for
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answering questions that involve multiple objects. Specifically, we compute the row-wise max-pooling on A to evaluate the relevance of each object oi to the question as:
av−q
= max Ai,j
i
j

(2)

Then hard attention instead soft attention is applied to
select the most relevant object as the head entity based
}K
on {av−q
i=1 . Compared with soft attention, hard atteni
tion provides more stable and explainable visual content for
multimodal knowledge representation, which is also easier
for combining with exiting knowledge graph by entity linking. Here we conduct Gumbel-Softmax [12] to obtain the
approximate one-hot categorical distribution. The attention
weight for object oi is computed as:
exp((log(av−q
) + gi )/τ )
i
αi = PK
v−q
) + gj )/τ )
j=1 exp((log(aj

(3)

1
where {gi }K
i=1 are i.i.d. samples drawn from Gumbel(0,1) ,
and τ is the softmax temperature. Finally, we gather the
question-centric object information and obtain the head entity representation h as:
K
X
h = FFN(
αi vi )

(4)

i=1

3.2. Knowledge Triplet Representation Learning
Since each component within a triplet contains modalitydifferent and semantic-specific information, we propose
three loss functions to unifiedly learn the triplet representation in order to bridge the heterogeneous gap as well as
semantic gap. The three losses constrain the triplet representation from complementary views: the Triplet TransE
Loss preserves the embedding structure by contrasting positive and negative triplets. The Triplet Consistency Loss
further forces the three embeddings within a triplet to keep
the strict topological relation, and the Semantic Consistency
Loss maps the embeddings into a common semantic space
for direct comparison among multimodal content.
Triplet TransE Loss. Inspired by the knowledge embedding method TransE [6] in the traditional knowledge graph
field, we apply TransE-like objective loss as a structurepreserving constraint in our multimodal scenario. Given
an image-question pair, let A+ and A− denote the sets of
correct (positive) and incorrect (negative) answers, respectively. Let h and r denote the corresponding extracted head
and tail entity representations. We push the distance between h + r and each positive tail t+ ∈ A+ to be smaller
than the distance between h + r and each negative tail
t− ∈ A− by a certain margin γ:
X X
LTransE =
[γ +d(h+r, t+ )−d(h+r, t− )]+
t+ ∈A+ t− ∈A−

where vi ∈ V and FFN denotes a feed-forward network
that contains two fully connected layers.
Relation Extraction. Different from the relation in traditional knowledge graph that depicts the first-order predicate independent of specific visual scenario, we define the
relation in multimodal knowledge as the complex implicit
relation between the observed instantiated object and the
corresponding fact answer. Since LXMERT captures the
implicit correlations between the image and the question
via the self-attention mechanism in the hierarchical transformers, we extract the cross-modal representation from the
[CLS] token, and feed it into a FFN layer to obtain the relation embedding, which is denoted as r.
Tail Entity Extraction. We define the tail entity as the
answer in an image-question-answer sample, which reveals
a specific aspect of facts regarding to the visual object referred by the question. In the training stage, we set groundtruth answer as the tail entity to learn its representation t
from scratch (details in Section 3.2). In the inference stage,
we define the KB-VQA task as a multimodal knowledge
graph completion problem and globally assess the knowledge in our neural multimodal knowledge base to predict
the optimal tail entity as the answer (details in Section 3.3).

(5)
where [·]+ ≜ max(0, ·) and d(·, ·) denotes the cosine distance following the settings in [21].
Triplet Consistency Loss. The issue of the above TransE
loss is that once the distance between the positive pairs is
smaller than the negative pairs by margin γ during training,
the model will stop learning from the triplet. To further push
the embeddings to satisfy the strict topological relation, we
apply Mean Squared Error (MSE) criterion to constrain the
representations on top of each positive triplet as:
LTri = MSE(h + r, t+ )

(6)

Semantic Consistency Loss. We randomly initialize a
look-up table of tail entities and learn their representations
jointly with the head and the relation. Each tail entity in
the look-up table T corresponds to an unique answer in
the training VQA samples. To introduce the semantics of
answer in tail representation while narrowing the heterogeneous gap between text-formed tail entity and multimodalformed head entity and relation, we classify the triplet over
the tail vocabulary and force the model to select the groundtruth tail (answer) by the negative log likelihood loss:

1 The

Gumbel (0,1) distribution can be sampled using inverse transform sampling by drawing u ∼ Uniform(0,1) and computing g =
− log(− log(u)))
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P (t+ ) = softmax((T )T (h + r))

(7)

LSem = −log(P (t+ ))

(8)

Method
ArticleNet (AN) [24]
Q-only [24]
BAN [14]
+AN [24]
+ KG-AUG [16]
MUTAN [5]
+ AN [24]
Mucko [46]
GRUC [41]
KM4 [44]
ViLBERT [20]
LXMERT [34]
KRISP(w/o mm pre.) [23]
KRISP(w/ mm pre.) [23]
ConceptBert [9]
Knowledge is Power [45]
MuKEA

Knowledge Resources
Wikipedia
—
—
Wikipedia
Wikipedia + ConceptNet
—
Wikipedia
ConceptNet
ConceptNet
multimodal knowledge from OK-VQA
—
—
DBpedia + ConceptNet + VisualGenome + haspartKB
DBpedia + ConceptNet + VisualGenome + haspartKB
ConceptNet
YAGO3
multimodal knowledge from VQA 2.0 and OK-VQA

Accuracy
5.28
14.93
25.17
25.61
26.71
26.41
27.84
29.20
29.87
31.32
31.35
32.04
32.31
38.90
33.66
39.24
42.59

Table 1. State-of-the-art comparison on OK-VQA dataset. The middle column lists the external knowledge sources, if any, used in each
VQA system. The rows in the middle part list the method based on pre-trained model.

where P (t+ ) is the predicted probability of ground-truth
tail t+ . In summary, our final loss is defined as:
L = LTransE + LTri + LSem

(9)

3.3. Knowledge Accumulation and Prediction
We adopt a two-stage training strategy to accumulate
multimodal knowledge progressively: (1) pre-training on
the VQA 2.0 dataset [10] to accumulate basic visualdominant knowledge and then (2) fine-tuning on the training data of downstream KB-VQA task to accumulate more
complex domain-specific multimodal knowledge. All questions in VQA 2.0 are divided into three categories: Yes/No,
Number, and Other. Since answers in the first two categories can not serve as the fact knowledge, we only keep
Other type questions for pre-training.
In the inference stage, we regard the answer prediction as
a multimodal knowledge graph completion problem. Given
an image and a question, we feed them into the network
and obtain the embeddings of the head entity hinf and the
relation rinf . We compute the distance between hinf +rinf
and each tail entity ti in the look-up table T , and select the
tail entity with the minimum distance as:
tinf = arg min d(hinf + rinf , ti )

(10)

ti ∈T

The answer corresponding to the optimal tail entity tinf is
selected as the predicted answer.

4. Experiments
Datasets and Evaluation Metrics. We conduct extensive
experiments on two datasets: Outside Knowledge VQA

(OK-VQA) [24] and Knowledge-Routed VQA (KRVQA)
[7]. OK-VQA contains more than 14,000 questions that
cover a variety of 10 knowledge categories. It is diverse and
challenging since all questions are human-annotated without fixed question templates or knowledge bases, which require exploring a wide range of open-ended knowledge resource. We evaluate the performance by the standard VQA
evaluation metric [3]. KRVQA [7] is to date the largest
knowledge-based VQA dataset. It evaluates the multi-step
reasoning ability of the models based on external knowledge. We use top-1 accuracy as in [7] for fair comparison.
Implementation Details. For all experiments, we train
our model with PyTorch [27]. The softmax temperature τ in
Eq. 3 is set to 1.0. We use all the annotated answers in the
training set to construct knowledge triplets. For the triplet
ranking loss, we treat all samples in a batch with different
answers from the positive samples as negative samples. The
margin is set to 1.0. Our model is trained by AdamW [19]
optimizer with 200 epochs, where the batch size is 256 and
the learning rate is set to 1 × 10−5 and 1 × 10−4 in the pretraining and fine-tuning stage, respectively.

4.1. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods
Comparison on OK-VQA: Table 1 shows the comparison results with state-of-the-art models, including knowledge graph based approaches [9, 41, 45, 46], unstructuredknowledge based approaches [24], multi-source knowledge
based hybrid approaches [16,23], implicit knowledge based
pre-training approaches [20,34], and the multimodal knowledge based approach [44]. Meanwhile, we also compare
with traditional VQA methods [5, 14].
Our model MuKEA consistently outperforms all the
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KB-not-related
one-step
two-step
0
1
2
3
4
5
Q-type [7]
36.19 2.78 8.21 33.18 35.97 3.66
45.98 2.79 2.75 43.26 40.67 2.62
LSTM [7]
FiLM [29]
52.42 21.35 18.50 45.23 42.36 21.32
43.74 28.28 27.49 38.71 36.48 20.77
MFH [43]
UpDn [2]
56.42 29.89 28.63 49.69 43.87 24.71
49.60 27.67 25.76 39.69 37.92 21.22
MCAN [42]
+ knowledge retrieval [7] 51.32 27.14 25.69 41.23 38.86 23.25
MuKEA
59.12 44.88 37.36 52.47 48.08 35.63
Method

6
8.06
1.72
15.44
21.01
21.28
18.63
21.15
31.61

one-step
2
0.09
0.43
6.27
12.97
11.07
12.28
13.59
17.62

KB-related
two-step
3
4
5
0.00 0.18 0.06
0.00 0.52 1.65
5.48 4.37 4.41
5.10 6.05 5.02
8.16 7.09 5.37
9.35 9.22 5.23
9.84 9.24 5.51
6.14 9.85 6.22

Overall
6
0.33
0.74
7.19
14.38
13.97
13.34
13.89
18.28

8.12
8.81
16.89
19.55
21.85
20.52
21.30
27.38

Table 2. State-of-the-art comparison on KRVQA dataset. The numbers in the third row mean different types of questions.

existing approaches and is superior to the state-of-theart model [45] remarkably by 3.35%. Compared with
most models following the ‘knowledge retrieve and read’
pipeline and referring to fixed knowledge bases, our endto-end model effectively avoids cascading error while benefits from human-focused diverse multimodal knowledge.
Moreover, our model greatly outperforms the pre-trained
models by 10% since our model captures the questioncentric and information-abstracted multimodal knowledge
instead of simple vision and language co-occurrence
‘knowledge’ in the pre-training framework. Though KM4
leverages multimodal knowledge by correlating images
with entities in the existing knowledge graph, it still lacks
of knowledge with high-order complex relationships and is
inferior to MuKEA by 11.27%.
Comparison on KRVQA: In Table 2, we compare
MuKEA with traditional VQA models [2, 29, 42, 43] and
the knowledge-based model [7]. ‘KB-not-related’ questions
only require basic visual knowledge while ‘KB-related’
questions need factual knowledge from knowledge bases.
Our model consistently outperforms existing models and
achieves a remarkable boost of 6.08% on the overall metric
over the best model [2]. It’s worth to note that MuKEA
obtains 7.81% improvement on average over [2] on the
‘KB-not-related’ questions, which indicates that even the
vision-only questions require multimodal commonsense to
bridge the low-level visual content and high-level semantics. MuKEA is inferior to some models on two-step reasoning type 3 questions since that the answers of these questions are mostly relations while the accumulated and predicted tail entities of MuKEA are fact entities in most cases.

4.2. Ablation Study
In Table 3, we evaluate the contribution of knowledge
learning losses, knowledge extraction schema, and knowledge accumulation strategy in MuKEA on the OK-VQA
dataset. (1) In models ‘2-5’, we evaluate the effect of each
loss function on the performance. The accuracy of removing LTri and LSem respectively decreases by 1.24% and

Method
1. MuKEA (full model)
Ablation of Loss Function
2. w/o LTri
3. w/o LSem
4. w/o LTri & LSem
5. w/o LTransE
Ablation of Triplet Representation
6. head entity w/ soft-attention
7. relation w/ self-attention
8. tail entity w/ GloVe
Ablation of Triplet Structure
9. w/o h
10. w/o r
Ablation of Knowledge Source
11. w/o VQA 2.0 knowledge
12. w/o OK-VQA knowledge
Ablation of Pre-training Knowledge
13. w/o LXMERT pre-training

Accuracy
42.59
41.35
42.06
40.84
24.50
40.67
40.79
41.42
39.83
39.40
36.35
27.20
33.52

Table 3. Ablation of key components in MuKEA on OK-VQA.

0.53% while removing LTransE results in a significant decrease in model ‘5’. Because LTransE preserves the embedding structure of the whole triplets in our multimodal
knowledge base, which has greater impact than LTri and
LSem . Model ‘4’ results in a further decrease compared
with ‘2’ and ‘3’, which indicates the complementary benefits of LTri and LSem . (2) In models ‘6-8’, we assess the
influence of triplet extraction methods. For head entity
extraction, we replace Gumbel-Softmax with soft attention
in ‘6’ and the performance drops by 1.92%. It’s because
that the head entity derived from LXMERT already contains
object-centric contextual semantics for complex questions
while directly fusing object features together introduces unexpected noise. Similarly, we apply self-attention over all
the output tokens of LXMERT to represent the relation in
‘7’ and the accuracy decreases by 1.80% compared with using [CLS] token, which benefits from the the pre-training
classification task to contain highly-correlated multimodal
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Failure subset
MUTAN + AN∗ Mucko∗ KRISP∗
MuKEA
40.09
40.06
40.46
(a)
Failure subset
Method
MuKEA
MUTAN + AN∗
26.45
27.68
Mucko∗
KRISP∗
27.68
(b)

Method
Accuracy
MuKEA
42.59
MUTAN + AN∗
25.43
35.39
MuKEA + (MUTAN + AN∗ )
MuKEA + (MUTAN + AN∗ ) oracle 43.64
Mucko∗
27.17
MuKEA + Mucko∗
35.97
MuKEA + Mucko∗ oracle
44.84
KRISP∗
32.02
MuKEA + KRISP∗
37.75
47.15
MuKEA + KRISP∗ oracle

Table 4. MuKEA accuracy on the failure subset of KB-based models (a) and vice versa (b). * indicates the model is re-implemented.

Table 5. Performance of model ensemble on OK-VQA.

Method

information. Furthermore, we utilize GloVe [28] to represent the tail entity in ‘8’, resulting in a 1.17% accuracy
drop because of the heterogeneous gap between fixed word
embeddings and multimodal triplet representations. (3) In
models ‘9-10’, we prove the importance of triplet structure. We remove the head entity and the tail entity respectively. The performance drops 2.76% and 3.19% accordingly, which proves the effectiveness of our triplet-based
knowledge organization structure. (4) In models ‘11-12’,
we prove the importance of pre-training and fine-tuning
strategy for knowledge accumulation. It’s obvious that
without either of the two processes, the performance decreases remarkably. Though the basic knowledge in VQA
2.0 is less influential than the domain-specific knowledge
in OK-VQA, the two working together achieves the best
performance. (5) In model ‘13’, we further test the influence of prior knowledge accumulated in the pre-trained
LXMERT. The accuracy drops 9.07% without pre-training
since both the head entity and the relation representations
rely on the contextual information from the pre-trained
knowledge.

4.3. Knowledge Complementary Analysis
To prove the complementary benefits of our multimodal
knowledge with existing knowledge bases, we conduct two
experiments on the OK-VQA dataset: (1) performance of
MuKEA and existing models on mutual failure cases, and
(2) performance of ensemble models of MuKEA and existing models. Here we test on three typical KB-based
models: MUTAN + AN [24] on unstructured Wikipedia,
Mucko [46] on structured ConceptNet, and KRISP [23] on
multiple knowledge bases. We re-implemented these models for fair comparison on the same subset.
Table 4 shows the performance of MuKEA on the failure OK-VQA test subset of the above three models and vice
versa. MuKEA consistently achieves over 40% accuracy on
all the failure cases of the KB-based models (Table 4(a)).
Meanwhile, KB-based models obtain over 26% accuracy on
questions difficult for MuKEA (Table 4(b)). It proves that

Method Accuracy mAccuracy
KRISP∗
32.31
26.91
MuKEA 42.59
35.42
Table 6. Long-tail analysis on OK-VQA dataset.

multimodal knowledge and existing KB knowledge respectively deals with different types of open-ended questions.
We further assemble MuKEA with three models respectively: if the difference of the top 2 minimum distances predicted by Eq. 10 is larger than a threshold m (m = 0.07),
we select the predicted answer of MuKEA, otherwise, selecting the other. In Table 5, the baseline models are respectively improved by 9.96%, 8.80% and 5.73% after model
ensemble. We also present the oracle setting that takes the
accurate prediction from either of the models as the answer.
The oracle performance obtains significant improvement,
which further proves the complementary benefits of multimodal knowledge and existing knowledge bases.

4.4. Long-Tail Analysis
To prove the model’s generalization ability on the rare
answers while not overfitting on the ‘head’ ones, we propose a new unbiased metric mean Accuracy (mAccuracy)
to fairly evaluate the performance on the long-tail distributed answers. Inspired by the unbiased metric in scene
graph generation [8,35], mAccuracy calculates the accuracy
for each unique answer separately and average for all the
answers. We compare MuKEA with KRISP, which demonstrates its great generalization ability by referring to multiple knowledge sources. In Table 6, our model greatly outperforms KRISP by 8.51% on mAccuracy, which proves the
strong generalization ability of the multimodal knowledge
on the long-tail knowledge without sacrificing the accuracy
of frequent referred knowledge.

4.5. Qualitative Analysis
From case study in Figure 3, we conclude that our
model is interpretable by visualizing the predicted multimodal knowledge triplets: (1) MuKEA captures instantiated knowledge beneficial for object understanding. The
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KRISP: laptop ❌
Knowledge graph
(screen, is on, laptop)
(laptop, has, screen)

MuKEA: remote ✔
Multimodal knowledge
(button,

, remote)

Q：What device is pictured?
Ground Truth: remote

Q：What electronic device is
being featured in this photo?

KRISP : victorian ❌
Knowledge graph
(victorian, is a, comic)

MuKEA: prop plane ✔

Knowledge graph

Multimodal knowledge

(biplane, is a, airplane)

MuKEA: gothic ✔

(city,

KRISP : danger ❌

, gothic)

MuKEA: navel ✔

KRISP : herd ❌
Knowledge graph

, drown)

MuKEA: calf ✔
Multimodal knowledge

(sheep, is in, herd)
(herd, has part, lamb)

, navel)

Q：What kind of orange is this?
Ground Truth: navel

(water,

Q：What is the largest one of these natural
occurrences ever recorded?
Ground Truth: 100 feet

Q：Why is this dangerous?

Multimodal knowledge

Q：What style of oranges are
in the stack?

Multimodal knowledge

(danger, has property, bad)

Knowledge graph

(orange ,

, prop plane)

MuKEA: drown ✔

Knowledge graph

KRISP : granny smith❌
(apple, capable of,
granny smith)

(propeller,

Q：What type of fuel does this plane use?
Ground Truth: jet

Q：What kind of plane is
this?

Multimodal knowledge

Q：What style of architecture is pictured in
this photo?
Ground Truth: gothic

Q：What type of architecture
is shown in these buildings?

KRISP: biplane ❌

(cow,

, calf)

Q：The baby of this animal is called what?
Ground Truth: calf

Q：What is the name for a
child of the species shown?

Figure 3. Visualization of the predicted answers and supporting knowledge of KRISP (green) and MuKEA (pink). For MuKEA, the red
box in the image shows the head entity (αi in Eq. 3). The bottom VQA training sample, which has the nearest relation embedding with the
test sample, shows the scenario that accumulates relational knowledge supporting the current inference. The answer is shown in the tail.

examples in the first row indicate that MuKEA captures the
complex knowledge between the object appearance and the
object-centric facts. The supporting knowledge is in the
form of an entire triplet (left example) or just the inexpressible relation (right example). (2) MuKEA contains multiobject involved complex knowledge beneficial for scene
understanding. In the second row, MuKEA is capable to
correlate the visual content of groups of buildings with the
city style ‘gothic’. (3) MuKEA avoids the cascading error
by directly reasoning on knowledge embeddings. Existing models generally first detect object labels to retrieve relevant knowledge, which introduces unexpected noise with
false labels. MuKEA has the advantage of adopting the
semantic-rich embeddings to represent the knowledge and
reason about the answer in an end-to-end mode.

4.6. Limitation Analysis
MuKEA fails mostly in the following cases (Figure 4):
(1) MuKEA lacks adequate multimodal knowledge, such as
the knowledge to distinguish nylon and canvas, due to the
limited VQA scenarios in the training stage. (2) MuKEA
fails in extracting some triplets. Since the head entities and
the relations are extracted in an unsupervised mode, visionsimilar content causes attention deviation, such as the vest
is incorrectly attended as the insignia. The above problems
need further research in accumulating more comprehensive
knowledge and evaluating the triplet extraction quality. We
also test the MuKEA on VQA 2.0 with inferior results to
some works since that questions in VQA 2.0 mainly rely on
visual appearance clues instead of external knowledge.

MuKEA: canvas ᤵ
Knowledge graph

Ground Truth: nylon 
Multimodal knowledge

(nylon, is a, material)

(seat,

, canvas)

Q͵Is the material tweed or canvas?
Ground Truth: canvas

Q͵Name the material used
to make this car seat shown?

-

Q͵Which airline has this
insignia?

MuKEA: united parcel
service ᤵ

Ground Truth:
kuwait airway 

Knowledge graph

Multimodal knowledge
(vest ,
service)

, united parcel

Q͵What airline is this?
Ground Truth: transat

Figure 4. Representative failure cases of MuKEA on OK-VQA.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel framework for
knowledge-based visual question answering, which focuses
on multimodal knowledge extraction and accumulation instead of using external knowledge bases. We propose a
novel schema to represent multimodal knowledge by an explicit triplet and three loss functions to learn the representations from coarse to fine. We adopt a pre-training and
fine-tuning strategy to accumulate multimodal knowledge
progressively. Our model outperforms state-of-the-art on
KB-VQA datasets and advances recent research from the
multimodal knowledge view. We prove the complementary
to existing knowledge graph. How to effectively combine
MuKEA with knowledge bases will be the future work.
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